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F R O M M E L T ELIMINATOR -GapMaster II Soft-Sided Shelter
Pivoting canopy header
protects unit from damage if
trailer comes in off center or
higher than expected.

Self supporting fabric canopy
header creates effective upper
shelter without need to rest on
side frames, preventing damage
to side frames over time.

Available Firefighter™ heat
dissipating protection in head
curtain can prevent burning
from hot trailer marker lights.

Integral rain gutter
diverts water off
sides of shelter.

Slim profile 6" wide side
frames allow unit to fit in
narrowest door centerline
situations.

C-4 style head curtain
rests with pressure on top
of trailer, creating full
height clearance inside
trailer.

Durable foam frame design
can take impacts from offcenter trailers without damage.
No need for expensive steel
bumpers.

Durable GapMaster hook
grasps firmly around edge
of open trailer door to
create an effective seal
of hinge gap.

HMWPE-wrapped side frames
give unit stability, yet can be
fully compressed and return
immediately to original shape
and position.

Flexible fiberglass stays
hold curtain tight against
trailer sides. Endcaps on
stays prevent fabric
wear-through.

Detachable side curtains are
easily removed to allow
increased air flow on the dock
in warm weather, or can be
quickly replaced if needed.

Exclusive collapsible
draft pad design resists
damage from trailers and
provides effective seal
between trailer bed and
shelter side curtains.

Rite-Hite® sectional doors
include both traditional and
fully impactable designs to fit
your application requirements.

Rite-Hite® Safe-T-Lip® dock levelers
and Dok-Lok® vehicle restraints
lead the industry in preventing
dock accidents.

Get full access, impactability and the ability to seal trailer hinge-gaps
with slim profile ELIMINATOR-GapMaster II dock shelters
ELIMINATOR-GapMaster II shelters combine the
complete closure of a dock seal and the full access of
a dock shelter. Rugged GapMaster hooks grasp and
effectively seal swing-out trailer door hinge gaps to
provide a seal without restricting access to the trailer
opening. Plus, impactable foam side frames are built to
withstand hits from off-center trailers,
eliminating the need for expensive
repair costs associated with
traditional rigid frame shelters.

And now, Frommelt ELIMINATORGapMaster II shelters, with
advanced slim-profile side frame
design, can accommodate wider
trailers and fit narrower dock
spaces, delivering greater flexibility
and value than ever before.
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FROMMELT ELIMINATOR - GapMaster II Soft-Sided Shelter
Ultimate Sealing Efficiency

Ultimate Impactability

Ultimate Flexibility

Easily removable side curtains

Frommelt's exclusive
HMWPE-wrapped (high
molecular weight polyethylene)
foam-core side frames can
compress fully to the wall,
yet return to their original
shape and position, time
after time.

With 6" wide, slim-profile side
frames, ELIMINATORGapMaster II shelters can be
positioned in the narrowest of
dock spaces, and accommodate
the widest trailers. There's
often no need to reposition
lights, signs or electrical
conduit.

Velcro-attached side curtains
can be removed to increase
air flow into the dock area,
for repair or replacement if
worn or damaged, or to
adjust the sealing effectiveness
if width of common trailer
traffic changes.
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Ordinary shelters can't seal the hinge-gap created by
swing-out trailer doors. With exclusive, tight-sealing
GapMaster hooks, however, ELIMINATOR-GapMaster II
shelters can save up to $500 per year per dock position
in energy costs and help protect people and products
from the elements. An optional sealing package is
available for refrigerated trailer doors as well.

TIO N GUAR

Enjoy your investment for years to come.
Only Frommelt ELIMINATOR-GapMaster II soft-sided shelters deliver all these exclusive benefits
and come backed by a standard 36-month, money-back customer satisfaction guarantee when
ordered with premium Frommelt fabrics.

See your Rite-Hite Representative today for more
information on the ELIMINATOR-GAPMASTER II
shelter, and sister products, the ELIMINATOR™ II softsided shelter, and the soft-sided COMBOSHELTER™ II,
designed to meet the unique challenges of docks that
receive both liftgate and standard trailers.
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Frommelt Products Corporation
A Rite-Hite Company
8900 N. Arbon Drive, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53223
(414) 355-2600 or toll free: 800-456-0600
Fax: (414) 355-9248
www.ritehite.com

